
Workshop 1
Roles

Presenters Notes



Free Go Girl and Toxic 
magazines are available. 
(Free copies may be limited).



Slide 2
Ask class to guess how many people they 

think work on a magazine. Can they think 

of any particular roles?

Roles



Slide 3
Ask the class what they think the readers 

of Go Girl and Toxic magazine might be 

interested in. What would they like to 

read about?

Roles



Slide 4
Tell class that the designer also has to think 

about the reader. They have to choose 

pictures that will appeal to the reader, and 

they have to make the magazine look as 

exciting as it possibly can.

Roles



Slide 5
Explain to the class that magazines like 

Toxic and Go Girl have free gifts with every 

single issue of the magazine. This makes a 

lot of work for the Promotion Buyer, who 

also has to know their reader inside out to 

make sure they get the most exciting gifts 

for the reader.  

It’s a very long process – it takes 9 

months from beginning to end to come 

up with the ideas, order the gifts from 

China and get them shipped over. It’s really 

important to get right, as having the right 

gift can mean record-breaking sales of 

the magazine – having the wrong gift can 

mean less people than usual buy it.

Roles



Slide 6
The Publisher also has to think about the 

reader – who will buy the magazine. The 

readers are children. But perhaps parents 

will buy it for their son or daughter. This 

means that the publisher has to think 

about where to sell the magazine – 

supermarkets for the weekly shop and 

newsagents near schools and home. They 

have to think about how much money 

to charge –they have to think about how 

much pocket money the readers have, 

how much parents will spend and also 

make sure it’s seen as value for money. The 

publisher makes sure that the magazine 

will be profitable.

Roles



Slide 7
The printer is responsible for ‘printing’ the 

magazine. The finished pages are printed 

on to paper, cut, folded, stapled and 

trimmed into magazines.

Roles



Slide 8
‘Finishing’ is the term used to define 

anything done to a magazine after it is 

printed. It’s considered a value-added 

process and a finisher will do jobs such as 

attaching the gifts to the front cover or 

putting magazines in a bag.

Roles



Slide 9
Explain to class that getting the magazine 

on to the shelf isn’t easy. There are lots 

of magazines all competing to get space. 

This is where the distributor comes in, they 

make agreements with the shops, and 

convince them why they should stock a 

particular magazine over the others. They 

need to persuade the shop manager that 

this magazine will sell!

Roles



Slide 10
Get the class to think about all the places 

that magazines are sold.

Roles



Slide 11
Get pupils to create a sequence of who 

does what when.

Roles


